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ABSTRACT

Negotiation is best accomplished in collocated settings, and negotiation in geographically distributed settings is prone to failure with a risk of conflicts. Investigating distributed software development, we were surprised to discover that a software development team, located in different parts of Brazil, was able to negotiate successfully and reach an agreement to change from ticket-oriented processes towards release-oriented processes for bug fixing activities using only chat technology. In this paper, we explore how the chat technology allowed the distributed software team (including both vendor and client team members) to successfully negotiate and reach agreement about adopting and implementing a new collaborative workflow in the governmental IT-project. Our research method is based upon an ethnographically informed empirical study of the software development involved in a Brazilian software company. Thus, the data collected shows that the chat technology provided a platform for the team to engage informally in important discussions across locations. The chat technology allowed participants to navigate both within and across diverse subgroups (collocated client-developers; distributed client-developer, and distributed developers-developers), which supported successful subgroup dynamics avoiding the risk of conflicts emerging from faultlines.

INTRODUCTION

Software projects are often done in distributed settings, where clients and the software development team are geographically distributed. Despite the geographical distance participants often work in closely-coupled work arrangements (ESBENSEN; BJØRN, 2014; CRAMTON, 2001; JENSEN, 2014), structured by different types of agile methodologies (ESBENSEN; BJØRN, 2014; ŠMITE; MOE; ÅGERFALK, 2010). Such projects depend upon participants ability to navigate, coordinate, and communicate using diverse collaborative technologies (BJØRN et al. 2014; BJØRN; HERTZUM, 2006; BODEN et al., 2014; MARK et al., 2002) in which the majority of the interaction is accomplished, i.e., chat group, online forums, video conferences, document repositories, and emails (CHRISTENSEN; BJØRN, 2014; GUO et al., 2009; SEGENREICH, 2008; DABBISH et al., 2005; HERBSLEB et al., 2002). While the interaction in software projects is multiple and diverse, we, in this paper, are particularly interested in the negotiation activities within distributed software teams.

Negotiation is a critical activity for software developers, where participants discuss and reach agreement about how and why certain details and structures are to be organized and implemented in certain ways and continue to be an activity throughout the whole project lifecycle (CHRISTENSEN; BJØRN, 2014). In geographically distributed settings, negotiations activities are facilitated and mediated by cooperative technologies (JOWETT, 2015; LI; ROSSON, 2014). However, technology-based negotiation activities have been identified as being prone to failure in geographically distributed settings. In this sense, researchers have pointed to working across time zones, culture, and professional language are some of the reasons for the challenges (MARK et al., 2002; OLSON; OLSON, 2000; VALLEY; MOAG; BAZERMAN, 1998). Given these insights from prior research, we were surprised to find that in our empirical case, where we studied a Brazilian software development team, that consisting of team members from both the vendor and the client managed to successfully negotiate. Moreover, that team implemented a new collaborative work structure using primarily text-based chat group technology.

Chat technology is of core interest to the Computer-supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) community, and the potential for using such technologies (e.g., Skype or Slack) in organizations of high complexity have been identified as an important research agenda (RIEMER; FRÖSSLER; KLEIN, 2007). Chat technology provides low-cost accessibility to team members across geography and time (MORAES; CABELLO, 2017; HSIUNG, 2000; ANDERSON; KANUKA, 1997). Moreover, chat technology can potentially facilitate closely-coupled interaction and communication within and across organizations (FAYARD; DESANCTIS, 2005; CLEMÉNT; BAKER; MACINTYRE, 2003). By supporting ‘lightweight’ communication, chat technology provides alternative ways for participants to discover co-workers’ availability, which potentially can trigger opportunistic communication supporting some degree of team context and facilitate cooperative inquiry to the entire team (HERBSLEB et al., 2002). Successful use of chat technology depends on participants abilities to establish and develop norms, context, common language, and problem definitions across all (MALHOTRA et al., 2001). However, negotiation activities –
especially cross-organizational negotiation, where financial and political considerations exist, make the opportunity to develop common language and shared context difficult to implement, and thus developing new technologies supporting negotiation across geography continues to be a challenge (BJØRN; HERTZUM, 2005; OLSON; OLSON, 2000). Therefore, this paper aims to explore how the chat technology allowed the distributed software team, considering both vendor and client team members, to successfully negotiate and reach agreement about adopting and implementing a new collaborative workflow in the governmental IT-project. In this sense, the research question we explore in this paper is: How did the geographically distributed software development team successfully negotiate and establish a new workflow structure changing their work arrangement, using primarily group chat technology? To answer that, we performed an ethnographically informed empirical study of the software development involved in a Brazilian software company, and we collected data observing chat groups which had fifty-five negotiation cases. Based upon our empirical findings, we find that the negotiation succeeds, not just because the team developed norms and common language, but because the chat group technology facilitated grounding activities (CLARK; BRENNAN, 1991) both within and across diverse sets of subgroups involved in the negotiation, namely client-developer at the same location; client-developer across location; developer-developer across location. When geographical distributed teams are composed of collocated subgroups, there is a tendency that such subgroups coalesce into smaller units especially if the demographic attributes align with collocated subgroups, and such setups risk producing faultlines (CRAMTON; HINDS, 2004). We found that the software developers overcame the risk of faultlines in their negotiations, because of the affordances of chat technology allowed them to navigate across and within the diverse subgroups breaking down the barrier of demographic attributes and organizational belonging. The participants through cultural language exchange (ROBINSON, 1991) managed to create and navigate permanent records of decisions manifested through shared digital objects in the chat group technology. Thus, the chat group technology supporting synchronously interaction facilitating a dynamic negotiation context comprising of both informal and formal language exchange simultaneously.

The remainder of the paper is organized into six sections. Following by this introduction, we present the theoretical background of this study, then our research method, followed by the results of our analysis. Finally, we discuss our findings and provide our conclusion.

CHALLENGES FOR COOPERATIVE NEGOTIATION ACROSS GEOGRAPHICAL DISTANCE

Collaboration within geographically distributed teams is core concern for CSCW research, since its inception and there is a long cannon of research papers which have explored the challenge of distributed collaboration for the design of cooperative technologies in all kind of perspectives and in different domains (HINDS; RETELNY; CRAMTON, 2015; BODEN et al., 2014; OLSON; OLSON, 2000). One core domain for the research on distributed teams is software development (BJØRN et al., 2014), since geographically distributed software development has become the norm rather than the exception for how the work is organized when
we design IT systems (HERBSLEB, 2007). Core challenges for distributed software development have been identified as linking to temporal constraints (HERBSLEB; PAULISH; BASS, 2005), to coordination challenges (CHRISTENSEN; BJØRN, 2014), as well as to commitment and trust (SØDERBERG; KRISHNA; BJØRN, 2013). While the technological development has improved the conditions for distributed software development, one core challenge remains as to the challenge of creating common ground related to the project at hand as well as to how to collaborate (BJØRN et al., 2014).

Common ground is established through grounding in conversations, where participants provide evidence and references supporting their argumentation through aspects provided by the face-to-face shared context characterized by various aspects such as co-presence, visibility, audibility, and simultaneity (CLARK; BRENANAN, 1991). This mean that whether it is possible to create common ground in distributed settings depends tremendously upon the affordances of the technology (e.g., chat, video conference, document repositories) supporting the interaction and the coordination of work (BJØRN; NGWENYAMA, 2009; HINDS; WEISBAND, 2003; ARMSTRONG; COLE, 2002; CRAMTON, 2001). Thus, to create common ground concerning the project and the process requires participants to have a fundamental basis, in this case, a shared context. That shared context can engage in the negotiations and discussions required to take important decisions facilitated by informal language constructs (ROBINSON; KOVALAINEN; AURAMÄKI, 2000). Finding ways to establish a shared context by which negotiation can take place supporting the distributed software development projects using technology is not trivial.

Shared context and risk of faultlines

When two or more people interact collocated, they automatically share a physical context providing rich cues such as facial expressions etc., which supports the conversation (MATTHIESEN; BJØRN, 2016; RANGANATHAN et al., 2002). A shared context can emerge, when team members share common professional language and vocabulary relevant for their work processes, work cultures, and use of digital tools potentially reducing the risk of conflicts (HINDS; MORTENSEN, 2005). However, people involved in geographically distributed projects, does not automatically can create a shared context (SCHILIT; HILBERT; TREVOR, 2002) potentially missing important contextual information, thus increasing the difficulty in identifying and solving problems, which again increase the likelihood of emerging conflicts (HINDS; MORTENSEN, 2005). Frequent interaction has been pointed to as essential for negotiation and conflict resolution CHRISTENSEN; BJØRN, 2014; HINDS; MORTENSEN, 2005; HINDS; BAILEY, 2003). However, a high number of messages that came up into communication tools risk to unshared context once depersonalizing the interaction (SPROULL; KIESLER, 1992). While technology mediated text-based interaction generates less social presence and lack social cues compared with face-to-face conversation (POSTMES; SPEARS; LEA, 1998), the more fundamental challenge is the lack of shared context creating contextual differences. Thus, that shared context is hard to be articulated and identified during the text-based chat and consequentially cause misunderstanding among the participants (HINDS; WEISBAND, 2003). It suggests that virtual teams are likely to experience more conflict in negotiation and coordinating tasks than a
collocated team (HINDS; BAILEY, 2000). Indeed, increase social presence by establishing a shared context is relevant if we are to support technology-mediated interaction between subgroups of collocated and distributed teams. Such context-aware technology is a class of communication tools, which addresses people’s knowledge context to leverage the communicative understanding (SCHILIT; HILBERT; TREVOR, 2002).

While the majority of the literature on shared context and negotiation focus on teams where all participants are geographically distributed, the situation in distributed software development is often that not every individual are geographically distributed. Instead distributed software development is often based in a situation of distributed subgroups, where several developers are collocated while subgroups are geographically distributed. When you have geographically distributed subgroups, there is a risk of faultlines. Faultlines refer to conceptual dividing lines which split a group into at least two relatively homogeneous subgroups based on group members’ demographic alignment different individual attributes that impact on group processes further outcomes both performance and emotional experience (THATCHER; PATEL, 2012; BEZRUKOVA et al., 2009; SHEN; GALLIVAN; TANG, 2008). Thus, subgroup formation influences the performance of the whole group above and beyond what can be predicted by diversity alone (THATCHER; PATEL, 2012). For instance, a faultline may occur based on education level or work experience starting entirely different dynamics in a group, i.e., group members create subgroups relatively homogeneous based on informational characteristics of individuals that are directly job-related important – in this case a faultline category is information-based (THATCHER; PATEL, 2012; BEZRUKOVA et al., 2009). When team members experience problematic subgroups dynamics, it is difficult to overcome the geographically distance (CRAMTON, 2001). To create and establish task cohesion which can counter the risk of faultlines, geographically distributed teams must develop shared norms, roles, and procedures, by which they can experience accuracy of mutual comprehension (e.g., shared context). Moreover, those teams have shared expectation regarding the common goal, how to organize the interdependency and mutual trust, as well as the frequency of communication among members (LOCKWOOD; 2017, ARMSTRONG; COLE, 2002). Therefore, successful subgroup dynamics must reduce the risk of faultlines generated by time, national/regional culture, and geographical distance, in order to integrate teams from different locations providing means to sound negotiations.

**Chat technology supporting negotiations**

In collocated or distributed projects, communication occurs through synchronous and asynchronous means. Asynchronous communication is considered appropriated when activities have low complexity while synchronous communication is most applicable when complex activities are involved (RIOPPELLE et al., 2003). However, in distributed teams frequently synchronous interactions are embedded in a broader context of asynchronous interactions and how the informal activities are carried out by the participants (OLSON; OLSON, 2000). Chat technology refers to the type of technology which allow participants to interact asynchronously through text-based interaction such as Messenger, Skype, WhatsApp, and Slack. We are currently witnessing how chat technology in
increasingly being introduced into the workplace. The usage of chat technology is thus entering the workplaces and thus becomes part of shaping the form of communication which take place in organizations. With the introduction of chat technology, we also see a decrease in the use of email, phone calls, and other means of communication (GREIF; MILLEN, 2003). In distributed software development, software developers have used chat technology in bug fixing reducing the effort of articulation work (TENÓRIO; PINTO; BJØRN, 2018), and to coordinate their activities (BODEN et al., 2014). Chat technology offers to the software developers, new advantages for their communication, since they can be modified, reviewed, and share the complete conversation over time (VAN DER ZWAARD; BANNINK, 2014). Although miscommunications cannot easily be solved when using textual interaction (FORD et al., 2017; TERUI, K.; HISHIYAMA, 2014), the ability of the chat to send short messages using informal language offers a mean for agile communication, and messages can be saved and, occasionally, retrieved and forwarded to other groups or individuals (GREIF; MILLEN, 2003). Also, the permanent nature of chat messages can form common discussion point for participants (ROBINSON, 1991). However, formal language is not always feasible, since depending upon context, i.e., a rapidly changing project environment requires an informal communication in supported by informal language use (DE VRIES; LAGO, 2010; ÅGERFALK, FITZGERALD; HOLMSTRÖM, 2005; CLERC; HERBSLEB et al., 2000). Nonetheless, both formal and informal dialogue can obstruct the conversations, if messages are shared outside the attended audience (ROBINSON; KOVALAINEN; AURAMÄKI, 2000). Professionals who share similar perspectives through professional language and knowledge makes it easier to develop common language and norms that can form a basis of communication within the distributed team (OAKLEY, 1999). This allows for healthy interactions between distributed team members facilitated by the informal language usage (HINDS; MORTENSEN, 2005). Therefore, previous researches point out how chat technology can facilitate communication at the workspace. However, our interest here is focused on how chat technology supports negotiations in geographically distributed software development team of vendors and clients.

**RESEARCH METHOD**

Our research is based upon an ethnographically informed (RANDALL; HARPER; ROUNCEFIELD, 2007) empirical study of the software development involved in a Brazilian software company. We studied the work involved in organizing the collaborative work, focusing in on the use of technological artefacts (BLOMBERG, J.; KARASTI, 2013). In particular, we were interested in how the software development team used chat technology to support the collaboration across geographical sites of design (BJØRN; BOULUS-RØDJE, 2015). In this work, we followed a software team whose worked on a governmental IT-project: E-Account. E-Account is an information system designed to support a Brazilian municipality in organizing, monitoring, and controlling public accounts. Our interest is not the content of the E-Account project, but rather the way the software development team collaborated. In total twenty-three developers were involved in the E-Account project, we focus on how these software developers who represented both the vendor and the client negotiated using chat technology. We refer to the vendor company as BrazilSoft.
Empirical settings

The E-Account project is a Brazilian governmental IT-project in which the teams are geographically dispersed with a temporal distance of +3 hours from the vendor site to the client site. The project started in 2011 and is part of a larger information system web-Gov, which went online by the end of 2012. The web-Gov information system is designed to support the public administration of one capital in the north of Brazil, which has around 420,000 inhabitants. Currently, the web-Gov has been running live for six years and has approximately 1,200 users all municipality employees. However, the system is continuously being expanded, reconfigured, and re-designed. Thus, the web-Gov as an IT-project can be seen as ongoing infrastructure activities, which shapes how the municipality function based upon insights from the users. Furthermore, new functionalities will be made available, so the system is not only used by municipality employees but to serve 190,000 citizens in their interaction with the government.

E-account project

The E-Account is an example of a mixed operation, combining offshoring and outsourcing. While the company BrazilSoft is located in a city in the south of Brazil, the client is 3,573 kilometers to the north of the country. BrazilSoft has an offshoring operation at the client site, with a team composed of five employees, including one operation manager, one project manager, and three developers. Furthermore, there are two BrazilSoft partner-firms in outsourcing operation to support the E-Account. They are responsible for keeping the client-infrastructure and developing the web-Gov web services. The BrazilSoft local team has twenty-five employees, among than manager operation, project managers, developers, and testers. Thus, the BrazilSoft is considered a medium-sized software development company in which connects more than fifty people in the project. The communication among BrazilSoft’s local team, distributed team, and the client is primarily organized in distributed settings supported by chat technology, in particular, eleven Skype chat groups and five WhatsApp groups. Each chat group has a concrete purpose and is related to a specific topic such as technical support, request changes, administration issues, contract terms, and work coordination. The client participates in some groups chat, while others are exclusive to BrazilSoft employees.

Data collection and analysis

Data were collected through interviews and observations of the interaction in the groups chat. We conducted five face-to-face interviews with vendor stakeholders (e.g., directors, project managers, and developers) during May 2017. All interviews were in Portuguese and recorded with the consent of the interviewees. During the interviews, the use of chat group technology kept appearing as critical for the negotiation practices within the team, and we decided to explore this further. In total eleven Skype chat group forums were created by BrazilSoft each aimed at interacting with clients. We obtained permission to participate as ‘observer’ in four Skype chat groups for four months. Thus, we were able to collect the complete interaction in the four groups chat. Our data analysis
was done in two steps. First, we listened, transcribed, and codified the interviews using ‘Express Scribe’. Second, we collected the chats scripts of the observed chat groups, which were then were transported into the Express Scribe for analyzing and codification. Both interviews and chat data were codified identifying themes in the conversation aiming to identify interesting interaction aspects. Through this process, we began to notice how the users were applying the chat technology to support their negotiations. Thus, we decided to focus on the instances of the data, where the client and the vendor were negotiating different aspects of their work such as tickets, releases, bugs, validations, and workflows. In total, we had eighteen pages of chat group transcriptions over ninety days referring to the two most active groups chat (Ticket Chat Group and BrazilSoft Private Chat Group).

Table 1 gives and overview of the interaction in the two chat groups.

We observed that the chat groups had fifty-five cases where they negotiated various aspects, and in forty-three of these instances they succeed in reaching an agreement (see Table 1). All these negotiations where done using only chat technology, and no other types of technology such as email or phone were used. Thus, the interesting aspect from our perspective is that the software developers were able to negotiate successfully just only text-based chat, i.e., no video, email, or other types of technology was used. Each of the negotiations demonstrate similar patterns therefore, in the next section, we present our findings focusing on one example, to demonstrate our empirical observation.

Table 1 - Negotiations observed in the chat groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Ticket Chat Group</th>
<th>Private Chat Group</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conversations</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>678</td>
<td>1182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed Negotiations</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Successful Negotiations</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The authors

RESULTS

The web-Gov information system has been in use for six years, and the mixed-vendor/client software team in the E-Account project was created to continually identify and collect new user requirements or bugs in the system, which were to be analyzed and potentially implemented and finally be additional functionality in the production environment. The organization of the work in E-Account is ‘ticket-oriented’, which means that the coordination of activities is structured by tickets. This entails that all new tasks are organized into tickets, which are then prioritized according to the client urgencies. So, the prioritized ticket list is the main coordination tool for the software developers. In order to organize the work, all new user requirements are included into the software management repository called Redmine. Redmine is a web-based open-source software management application designed to coordinate requirements. Thus, each requirement is created as ‘tickets’ into the Redmine repository. The client (the municipality) is responsible for accessing and creating tickets in the Redmine, including describing
each requirement and defining its priority. BrazilSoft’s developers then access the Redmine to identify requirements, while assigning themselves as responsible for particular tickets. The BrazilSoft project manager also access the Redmine on a regular basis monitoring the status of all tickets. When a ticket is done, the developer record this in the Redmine, and the client validates the ticket, and, if approved, inform BrazilSoft developers to include the ticket into the web-Gov production environment. However, over the last years, the ticket quantity has increased considerably, and BrazilSoft have experienced several clients claims regarding delays to include validated tickets into the production environment.

Despite the ticket control embedded in the Redmine, the ticket-oriented process was continually failing, since the client frequently forgot to validate tickets or the vendor forgetting to include them in the production environment. These events increased customer’s complaints regarding unavailable features in the web-Gov system and increased the tension in the vendor-client relationship. Attempting to avoid client claims, 18 months before our research, the vendor introduced chat group technology in order to monitor the ticket-oriented process. The vendor intention was to streamline the coordination of the tickets. Concretely, the vendor notifies the client of the tickets, which require validation before including them in the production environment. The ‘ticket chat group’ was successful in the first three months, however issues began to arise. Communication breakdowns took the form of the client forgetting to report in the ‘ticket chat group’ which tickets were validated and thus ready for inclusion in the web-Gov production environment. Delays became a large problem, and due to the contractual structure between the vendor and client, delayed tickets would mean that the vendor had to pay fines to the client. The increase numbers of fines in the project became a stress-point for the client-vendor relationship and generating conflicts among the cross-organizational team. The conflict was openly available to everybody, since it took place in the ‘ticket chat group’, exposing the problems to all participants. We observed forty-seven messages exchanged in the chat group concerning the issues of delayed validations and fines. Below we zoom in of the core exchanges. Following quotation exemplify the issues between the client and John, the project manager at the vendor site.

Client: “How come that ticket [ID-number] isn’t yet in the production environment.”

John (BrazilSoft site): “Because the ticket has not been validated by you yet.”

Client: “Did you ask me [to validate the ticket] through notification features in the ticket chat group?”

John (BrazilSoft site): “No, I forgot, sorry. But you could look at Redmine. See the ticket [a picture was posted in the chat group]. What you see here is that there is a red alert [see the screen shot]. This red alert means, we are waiting for you to validate the ticket before we can proceed.”

Client: “This practice is not what we agreed on. We decided that our work routine for validation of ticket by us but go through the ticket chat group. You and the others MUST notify me in the request
A few days later, after the discussion above, Peter, a project manager at the client site, suggested internally at a face-to-face meeting with the client to replace the current ticket-oriented process with a release-oriented process. Peter argues that the adoption of the release-oriented process would ‘pack’ a set of tickets into one release and it would facilitate its validation. Consequently, the messages exchanged in the ‘ticket chat group’ regarding ticket validation would also be reduced once a release contains a set of tickets rather than individual tickets. Potentially, conflicts concerning ticket would be avoided. However, such a change would require quite some differences to the way the work was organized, but contractually but also processes oriented. Thus, a longer negotiation concerns the possibility to change the process was initiated. This negotiation took place in two chat groups, and it all began in the ‘ticket chat group’.

Peter (client site): “Hi guys. Yesterday, I had a meeting with the infrastructure team and [client name], where we discussed our workflow. Thus, who will decide what to include in the production environment. The decision is ultimately the system manager [client name]. However, I suggested to update our current work routine replacing ticket-oriented process by a release-oriented process. They liked the idea however, we need to discuss this idea, and how to proceed.”. Ticket chat group, via Skype, Jun 22th, 2017 (translated from Portuguese)

What happens in the above quotation is that Peter, one of the core software developers, whose is located at the client site explains, how he has been discussing a potential new way of organizing the workflow in the team. More importantly, he also suggests concrete changes and supports it by referring to that the client has approved of the idea. Consequentially, a team member from the client site also writes a message in the chat group, supporting Peters idea, further demonstrating that the client supports the idea.

Client: “Hello, everyone. As [name of the project manager at client site] wrote, we are excited to adopt the release-oriented process. As far as I know, this will make our validation process much easier. We are looking forward to adopting it.”. Ticket chat group, via Skype, Jun 22th, 2017 (translated from Portuguese)

So, we have a situation, where people collocated in the project have had important discussions about the workflow, and moreover, it is important to notice that while both above participants are collocated at the client geographical locations. Indeed, they represent two different parties, namely the client and the vendor. Meanwhile, at the vendor’s geographical location, the idea for change is not fully embraced. However, to have such a discussion internally within the vendor team, before including the client, the project manager created a new discussion forum in ‘BrazilSoft private chat group’ in which John, the software developer in BrazilSoft, but working remotely from the client, resisted the idea of changing the workflow towards release-oriented process.

John (BrazilSoft site): “I’m tough about this situation [replacing ticket-oriented by release-oriented] because we risk increasing our delay
since the client then want to include additional new functionalities for each production release. Currently, the client already delayed their validation of new functionalities, so if we adopt this new process, the delay could increase because they will wait to include a new set of functionalities together in the production environment. Maybe it does not avoid the complaints about the existing delay.”. BrazilSoft private chat group, via Skype, Jun 22th, 2017 (translated from Portuguese)

What is interesting here, is that the discussion moved from the ‘ticket chat group’ to the ‘BrazilSoft private chat group’. The private chat forum allowed the vendors to negotiate within BrazilSoft excluding the vendor however still including all BrazilSoft employees also the ones located at the vendor sites. The negotiation continues, and Peter attempts to convince John that the opportunity to move towards a release-oriented process is appropriate and supporting the software developers in BrazilSoft.

Peter (client site): “I agree with you, but if we adopt release-oriented process, everything that is done within the release goes to the production together in a short time. Moreover, we always wanted to adopt release-oriented process. It is great chance for us.”. BrazilSoft private chat group, via Skype, Jun 22th, 2017 (translated from Portuguese)

The synchronous interaction continues and John resists Peter’s argument to adopt the release-oriented process. He refers to the timing of the change and how it might drastically change their current workflow causing problems. John explains how such a change is not trivial, but instead involves complex changes to their existing workflow review processes.

John (BrazilSoft site): “I agree, but I think we shouldn’t do this now. I think that is a bad idea because it changes drastically our current work routine which demands a review of our workflow.”. BrazilSoft private chat group, via Skype, Jun 22th, 2017 (translated from Portuguese)

Following this interaction, multiple different opinions and concerns are presented in the chat group. Evidently, the interaction leads to a conflict within the vendor team between the project managers John and Peter (both working for BrazilSoft, however geographically located at different sites). The main issue is the impact which the potential change will have on their workflow review process. Trying to resolve the issue, BrazilSoft’s operation manager enter the negotiation.

Operation Manager (BrazilSoft site): “Hey guys. Currently, they do this! I think it doesn’t have a significant impact on our current workflow. Just few adjustments.”. BrazilSoft private chat group, via Skype, Jun 22th, 2017 (translated from Portuguese)

The operation manager tried to make the issue less controversial. Moreover, another vendor software developer also enters the discussion supporting both the operation manager and argue to make the change in the release process. In this negotiation, it is important that the chat technology allow people to enter the negotiation over time, and thus the ‘BrazilSoft private chat group’ provides a shared context supporting discussion and negotiation across the geographically
dispersed developers. Thus, we now have a case, where people on both geographical sites agree and support the change. However, it is important to notice that John (who still resist the change) is a core employee and his opinion matters, even though other developers approve of the change, as shown below.

Developer (BrazilSoft site): “They’ll continue doing what they always do. I don’t think that is a problem to adopt release-oriented now. It’ll facilitate our work reducing the current validation problems.”. BrazilSoft private group, via Skype, Jun 22th, 2017 (translated from Portuguese)

Furthermore, the operation chat manager also decides to modify his first opinion to support John, by saying that one they have made this change, it will be impossible to return to the previous workflow. Thus, they should be entirely sure that it is a good idea to replace the ticket-oriented process with the release-oriented workflow.

Operation Manager (BrazilSoft site): “What they need to understand is that once adopted release-oriented there is no how to get back. I mean, everything in it must be validated as release. [...] It is because there is no way to separate the codes after being integrated. That would improve our work routine.”. BrazilSoft private chat group, via Skype, Jun 22th, 2017 (translated from Portuguese)

Peter, who was the one starting the whole discussion then copy and paste the message from the client, which originally was posted in the other skype group, namely the ‘ticket chat group’. He follows the paste's message by arguing that the ticket-oriented workflow process is currently not working. The issue is that client frequently forgets, which tickets must be validated, thus loses control over the process and everybody gets delayed.

Peter (client site): “I reinforce that a ticket-oriented is not is not good for us because them [client] is not validating each ticket due the high-ticket quantity. Thus, they are forgetting to validate each ticket due it is hard to control. This is the reason why the release-oriented process can figure it out. I’d also like to highlight that at the client meeting, yesterday, everyone [client names] agreed with this change commenting that it can be good for all of us. In addition, in our ticket chat group [client name] wrote: ‘[message pasted from ticket chat group]’. Then, we shouldn’t lose this opportunity to change and improve our process.”. BrazilSoft private chat group, via Skype, Jun 22th, 2017 (translated from Portuguese)

The local project manager then agrees to the new process and his colleagues to adopt release-oriented delivery. Nonetheless, he suggested that a workflow process was designed, presented, and approved by all aiming to make clear the new process to the client.

John (BrazilSoft site): “Okay, I agree only if we design a workflow formalizing this process [release-oriented. And they [client] need to approve the workflow proposed by us. The workflow will be our guarantee of the agreement. I can design and send the workflow to them.”
Operation Manager (BrazilSoft site): “I agree.”

Peter (client site): “OK. [emoticon with smile]”. BrazilSoft private chat group, via Skype, Jun 22th, 2017 (translated from Portuguese)

The project manager at client site sent a ‘like’ sign in the group in which he agreed with the idea. The next day, the negotiation of the release-oriented versus ticket-oriented work structure moved from the private chat group to ‘public’ ticket chat group in which the project manager at vendor site sent a message accepting the change.

John (BrazilSoft site): “Ok [client] we agree, and we’ll design the release-oriented process in a workflow to be approved for you all. I’ll send the workflow soon.”

Client: “Good news! I’m looking forward to seeing the workflow.”

Peter (client site): “(Y) [Thumb up emoticon]”. Ticket chat group, via Skype, Jun 23th, 2017 (translated from Portuguese)

On July 14th, 2017, John shares a document describing the first version of the workflow in BrazilSoft’s private chat group and invites participants to validate it. The operation manager and the administrative manager (whose also participates the group) suggested few adjustments. John sent a second version two hours later, which is approved by all participants in BrazilSoft’s private chat group. Afterwards, the local project manager sent the final version of the workflow in the inclusive ‘ticket chat group’, where the client approved it a few hours later.

Analyzing the negotiation process in the chat groups, we observed that the discussion moved dynamically between the subgroups – from the restricted ‘ticket chat group’ to the inclusive ‘BrazilSoft’s private chat group’. While the negotiations might on the surface seem as a discussion on the work process, it was, in fact, also a demonstration of a power struggling between the two geographically distributed project managers. Once Peter works at the client site on a daily basis, he also took the liberty to suggest a workflow change without consulting with John’s working at the vendor site. Thus, when John first learn that Peter has made a proposal to the client on a drastic change for the client-vendor relationship, without consulting him. So, John became critical and the potential conflict began to arise, which was initiated in the ‘public’ chat group but moved into the private’s vendor chat group. Moreover, even though chat technology is an asynchronous interaction, we perceive in all the messages in the above examples almost went as a synchronous interaction. So, while chat technology fundamentally is an asynchronous technology, it allowed Peter and John to negotiate the workflow changes promptly with the participation of other colleagues, who give their opinions voluntarily. What made the negotiation successful was that the chat technology enabled the participants in both formal and information language exchanges, where they constantly could move between levels of negotiations. In this way, the double-language level (i.e., informal and formal language) allowed the participants to develop a shared context which supported multiple people in navigating across subgroup, language levels, utilizing the permanent record created by the chat technology.
DISCUSSION

From the software vendor perspective, the issue about the workflow change produced a delicate situation. Concretely, Peter, the project manager at the client site, had initiated an unauthorized negotiation with the client, without first checking the vendor’s opinion. Thus, by initiating the negotiation with the client, Peter also impacted the client expectation towards the vendors’ interest in moving towards release-oriented processes. This situation meant that it was important for Peter to convince John that the release-oriented process was the way to go, since if he failed, he would have to face the client and explain how this process change was not good with the risk of losing face.

Luckily for Peter, the software development team manages to successfully negotiate and solve their challenges concerning how to organize the collaborative process, despite being geographically distributed interacting using the online chat group. Prior research has pointed out how negotiation and miscommunications cannot easily be solved using primarily textual interaction (FORD et al., 2017; TERUI, K.; HISHIYAMA, 2014; BJØRN; HERTZUM, 2006; VALLEY; MOAG; BAZERMAN, 1998), due to the lack of implicit clues and spatial references, which supports the creation of a shared context (HINDS; BAILEY, 2000; SPROULL; KIESLER, 1992). When people are collocated, they are able to use gestures and facial expressions to indicate through feedback loops how they are interpreting the situation supporting negotiations. In this sense, the question becomes what made the negotiation a success despite the lack of feedback and contextual information? How did the chat group technology allow for the distributed software developers to reach an agreement? Our data extend prior CSCW research on negotiation protocols for work (ESBENSEN; BJØRN, 2014) and the use of chat technology in organizations (RIEMER; FRÖSSLER; KLEIN, 2007) in several ways.

Firstly, our data show that the textual and permanent nature of the chat group technology was crucial for supporting the negotiation between the vendor and the client. Prior research on chat technology (JOWETT, 2015; LI; ROSSON, 2014; HSIUNG, 2000, IM; CHEE, 2006) also supports this finding, since they point out that keeping conversation history is an essential feature in chat technology. By saving the complete conversation history it is possible for users to access and analyze prior conversations (VAN DER ZWAARD; BANNINK, 2014) supporting reflective behavior and potential re-submission of past interaction in new conversations. While participants might choose to exclude or delete past messages in certain chat interactions, such action will be registered in the conversation history and made visible available to all participants in the chat group. Analyzing our data, we observed how the vendor’s private chat group made use of the permanent records by copying and pasting previous client-messages from the other chat forum to reinforce argumentation. The permanent record was not only used as a way to review the past interaction, but also to document past behavior facilitating a shared context supporting the negotiations – as in pointing out explicitly what the object of concern entails. By pasting in quotations from earlier, the participants were able to ‘gesture’ and ‘pointing’ towards the area of concern, thus supporting grounding activities (CLARK; BRENNAN, 1991; SEGGENREICH, 2008) in the conversation.

Secondly, we found that the synchronous interaction embedded in chat technology supported the negotiation. The participants pointed out that
navigating substantial email conversations is often problematic, and it is difficult to comprehend and follow the different lines of interaction fully. Furthermore, prior work has demonstrated how email technology lack feedback to the sender from the receiver increasing risk of misunderstandings (BJØRN; NGWENYAMA, 2009). For instance, it is not possible to know whether their emails have been seen by others and also whether they are, actually, doing something about it. In the chat technology, you can see whether others have seen the messages and identify who is available, and even more importantly – others can monitor the interaction of others, without interfering directly (TENÓRIO; PINTO; BJØRN, 2018). Thus, the ways in which the chat technology through the permanent features, the informal language, and then also supporting the reviewability of others to monitor the interaction in ‘synchronous’ way of others facilitated the successful negotiation.

Thirdly, our data shows that the chat technology made it possible for the participants to interact informally, compared to their otherwise formal textual interactions in their email use. While the permanent feature of emails requires participants to interact using formal language to ensure accurate interpretation, the permanent features of the chat technology were very different. In the chat technology, participants were allowed to informally interact developing a cultural language (i.e., double-language level) of interaction and interpretation (ROBINSON, 1991), in which ‘items’ of concern were transformed from formal interpretation to a common understanding (OAKLEY, 1999; ROBINSON, 1991). This was evident in the situations, where we saw how the participants did not spend any time nor effort on using formal contextual language in their messages. Instead, participants jump right into the issues of concerns. While the formal communication (e.g., emails) is driven by the highly specific context (LOCKWOOD, 2017), the chat interaction facilitates informal interaction. Thus, chat technology supported the participants in grounding activities in the negotiation. During our interviews, participants mentioned several times that they perceived the chat technology to be fast, which was related to the informal language supporting ‘direct talk’ (HINDS; MORTENSEN, 2005; ROBINSON, 1991). In addition, the participants considered it comfortable to use the chat technology, since it allowed them ‘to query one’s entire team at once’ (HERBSLEB et al., 2002).

Finally, we found that chat technology help to reduce the risk of subgroup dynamics causing faultlines (CRAMTON; HINDS, 2004). When teams are composed of geographically distributed subgroups, where demographic attribute align, there is a risk of creating faultlines complicating collaboration. A risk which is further strengthen in cases, where other types of distinct features confirm the differences across sites, such as like nationality or seniority (MATTHIESEN; BJØRN, 2016). Chat technology made it possible for participants to divide their interaction into parallel groups of interactions, which each created and shaped subgroups in different ways – both across and within geographical locations. In our case, the participants divided their interaction into two main chat groups: the inclusive ‘ticket chat group’ and the excluding ‘BrazilSoft’s private chat group’. However, by having these pre-defined forums, with existing pre-defined participants and purposes, users did not have to consider who to send potential information to each time they were sending a message. They did not risk forgetting to add others or include the wrong audiences for their messages. Instead, the pre-determined nature of participation made it possible for participants to utilize the permanent nature, the informal language, and the reviewability and navigation of the conversations in a fast and informal way, making the negotiation similar as to if the participants had
been collocated. In this way, the chat technology allowed the participants to navigate and organize subgroups, while supporting collaboration across subgroups, thus reducing the risk of faultlines. Table 2 summarizes our relevant findings which supported a successful negotiation within a Brazilian distributed software development team. Those findings answer our research question once chat technology enables textual and permanent nature of the conversation, the synchronous interaction embedded, informal interaction among the participants, and, finally, to reduce the risk of faultlines. Therefore, our findings can drive new the design of cooperative technologies supporting geographically distributed collaboration.

Table 2 - Chat technology supporting successful negotiation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Findings</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Textual and permanent nature</td>
<td>Textual and permanent nature of the chat technology was crucial for supporting the negotiation between the vendor and the client.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronous interaction</td>
<td>The synchronous interaction embedded in chat technology supported the negotiation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal language</td>
<td>Chat technology made it possible for the participants informally interaction when compared to their otherwise regular textual interactions, in particular, email.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce faultlines</td>
<td>Chat technology helps to reduce the risk of subgroup dynamics causing faultlines.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The authors

CONCLUSION

This study investigated a successful negotiation within a Brazilian distributed software development team using chat technology. We found that the chat technology facilitated negotiation by providing a shared context, synchronous interaction embedded in asynchronous functionality, combined with reviewability supporting navigation by the participants. Analyzing the two chat groups and interviewing their participants, we observed that permanent nature, informal language, navigation, and pre-defined features of subgroups were salient for the success of the negotiation and resolving a potential critical conflict between two core software developers who were geographically distributed. We argue that chat technology has clear strengths in terms of supporting critical interaction within organizations, thus, when we, as CSCW researchers, are to explore and design cooperative technologies supporting geographically distributed collaboration. Therefore, we consider the feature of chat technology and how such features can be generally embedded into the multiple cooperative technologies supporting distributed collaboration both within and outside of the software development domain.
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